Abstract. Generalizing classical studies of power series with sequences of independent random variables as coefficients, we study series of the forms 00 00 *,.♦(*)" ¿♦C"*)*" and /..♦(*) -£*(*)*ÍT*)
1. Introduction. We are interested in studying power series with sequences of coefficients, (an), generated by a measure-preserving transformation, T, in one of two ways: if T is defined on a measure space, (X,S6,p), and (¡>: X -* C is a measurable function, then either a" = <f> « T" or a" = </> • $ ° T ■ <p ° T2 ■ ■ ■ (j>° T"~x, n-1,2,....
R.E.A.C. Paley and A. Zygmund [7] studied the series CO L anCnZ"'
where (an) is the Rademacher sequence and (cn) is a fixed sequence of complex numbers. The Rademacher sequence,
(1 on[2ik/2",(2ife + l)/2"), a"~\-l on[(2fc + l)/2",(2* + 2)/2"),
can be viewed as an = <¡>°T", where T is the Bernoulli shift B(\, \) on the set {-1,1}Z and <#> is a coordinate function. H. Steinhaus [10, 11] considered the slightly more general case where (an) is the Steinhaus sequence, an = e2,"nn, where (y") is a sequence of independent, uniformly distributed random variables. The properties of these series depend on the size of the coefficients (c"), and Paley, Zygmund and Steinhaus related properties such as inclusion in Lq (6) , continuity on the closed unit disk, and capability of analytic continuation outside the unit disk to summability properties of (cn). Some more recent results have related summability properties of (cn) to inclusion of the series in the spaces of Bloch functions and VMOA (see Anderson, Clunie, and Pommerenke [2] and Sledd [9] ). All of these results depend strongly on the independence of the coefficients, and most of them fail in the dependent case. The use of an ergodic transformation in forming the coefficients better allows analysis of the dependent case, in addition to providing the opportunity to study ergodic-theoretic properties of the underlying transformation by means of studying the power series. Specifically, the analytic properties of the power series CO gx.*Az) = X <>(Tnx)z" n = 0 and ¿.♦.r(*) = I *(x)4>(Tx) ■ ■ ■ <}>(T"-Xx)z» «=o can sometimes be directly related to ergodic-theoretic properties of T. Ionescu Tulcea [4] established several such relationships for the series gxlj,T, connecting the radius of convergence to the ergodicity of T and the existence of radial limits of £* 4> t to tne weak mixing of T. She also showed that the singular points of gx<t>T on the unit circle must be in the spectrum of UT (the unitary operator on L2(X) induced by T) (see Ionescu Tulcea [5] ).
In §2, we study the order of growth of the random power series fx^tT when it represents an entire function, and the relationship of its order to the rate of divergence of the ergodic averages of the function log|<f>|. (See Aaronson [1] for another discussion of rates of divergence.) Examples are given showing that, for a given transformation T, any order is possible. We then show that infinite order is most typical, in the sense that, among the functions <f> for which the power series represents an entire function, those giving infinite order form a residual set in the LX(X) topology.
In §3 we discuss the similarity between gap series and the random series fx^T when it represents an entire function. A theorem of Pólya states that an entire, transcendental gap series of finite order assumes every value infinitely many times. We prove the same theorem, replacing only the gap series with the random series.
§4 studies conditions under which a random power series represents a rational function. It is shown that the series gx^,T represents a rational function for <j> in Ll(X) if and only if <j> is a finite sum of eigenfunctions of T, and, in this case, the License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use poles of the rational function are all simple and occur at the inverses of the corresponding eigenvalues. For several special classes of the function (/> we characterize those power series of the form fx^T which represent rational functions, applying the theorem for the series gxA,T in two of these cases.
We will use the following notation throughout. T will be an invertible, ergodic, measure-preserving transformation on a nonatomic probability space (X, Sä, p). </> will be a measurable, complex-valued function on X. When working with the series fx $ r> we will always assume that <¡>(x) ¥= 0 holds almost everywhere to ensure that fx £ T is not a polynomial. More details for some of the arguments can be found in the Ph.D. dissertation of the first author (see Halchin [6] ).
2. Possible and prevalent orders of growth. We examine first the series 00 /x.*,r(*)= zZ<t>(x)4>(Tx)---<t>(T-xx)z".
Its radius of convergence is given by
We first consider the case where jxlog\<p\dp = -oo (that is, /A-log + |^>|<i/x < oo and Jx\og~\<b\ dp. = oo), making fx ^ T an entire function. The order of growth of an entire function, /, is defined as p = infl A : max \f(z) I < er" for all r sufficiently large If / has power series f(z)= E^=0 anz", then p is also given by 1 ,. log|aJ --= hm sup
In the case of Lr this becomes ( log|<f>|i//i = ( -X a,XA,dp = -L aiP(Ai)
'X oc = -E2",log", + i = -°o. / = ! and we see that the order of fx^>T is zero as follows. For any n we define k(n) by nk(n) < « < nk(n)+v For every jc in B we have
In the following example we use a sequence, (n¿), in a similar manner. Here, we hold nk constant until it is smaller than y'log k, then allow it to jump to a very high value where it will remain until nk < \J\ogk again, as pictured in Figure 1 . Thus we have a subsequence where the «th ergodic average is small compared to log«, but the values at the jumps are large enough to make log"|<i>| nonintegrable.
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Ac, log Ac, A:,, log A:,. log A;, which has limit 0, so p = oo. n Example 3. fx&T having finite, nonzero order a. We will use a sequence, (nk), of positive integers and a decreasing sequence, (ek), of positive numbers to choose a tower of height nk with remainder of measure less than ek for each fc = 1,2,3,_ We define Bk to be the set consisting of the top level of the tower and every nkth level above that, as pictured in Figure 2 . Now <£ will be of the form where fk is nonzero only on Bk. The sequence (nk) will be defined by «, = 2 and nk = [(«!«2 ••• nk_f)x + x/k] for k > 2, where [ ] denotes the greatest integer function. We define a closely related sequence, (n'k), by n'f = 2 and n'k = [(«^ " ' nk) for Ac > 2.
We see easily that nk < n'k < nk + l.
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Let D be the set of points, x, such that for sufficiently large /' none of the first n'¡ points of the orbit of x are contained in any Bk for k > i. Thus, for any x in D, if /' is large enough, then Let C be the set of points, x, such that for sufficiently large Ac the first nk+l points of the orbit of x lie in the tower of height nk. Thus, for any x in C, if k is large enough, then x, Tx,..., T"k+1~xx hits Bk exactly once every nk steps. It follows from writing 00 00 nk+ï -1 c= u n u T-j(ck)
(where Ck is the tower of height nk) and using the Borel-Cantelli Lemma that p(C) = 1 if ek = 1/2*«^ + , for every /c. Using «, > 22' for every (', 2'~2i/(i + l)(i + 1) > 4 for / ^ 8, and the definition of «,, we get «, + 1 > 16«2 for all i > 8. The following limit identities follow easily from this and from the definitions of («,) and (n'f). We now partition ß^ into 5A0 U Bkl U ■ • • UBA _ x by defining Bki to be the set of points in Bk whose backward orbit first hits Bk again after exactly nk + i steps, and we define
We consider the sum L"Zlfk(TJx) by starting at a point, x, in TBk and traveling along its forward orbit. Each time we get a contribution to the sum it will be ¿ log«¿ times the number of steps taken. Thus, we must have n-l j ¿Zfk(TJx) = ~nlognk y = 0 ft if we started in TBk and ended at Bk. However, if we do not start at a point in TBk or do not end exactly at Bk, then we have
where -(2«^. -2) < error(jc, n, k) < 2nk -2.
At this point it can easily be checked that Jxlog\<j>\ dp = -oo, as desired. Now fix any x in C n D. Let « be large enough that the defining properties of both C and D hold for x. We define / by «,-<«< n/+1. Then
We write « = m«, + />, where 0 < p «s «,. -1 and 1 < m < («,+i -T)/nt. Since * is in C we have error(;c, m«, + p, i) > -p, so n + error(x, n,i) _ (mn¡ + p) + error(x, m«, + /3, ;) "log« (mn¡ +p)\og(mn¡ +p)
This function of m and p attains its minimum on the given domain at m = («/+i -T)/n( and p = «, -1. Now we have
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... We will define T= limk^xTk and S = lim^^S^.
with cutting and stacking procedures designed so that an orbit under T hits only small values of log|0| for a very long time, while an orbit under 5 must hit fairly large values of log|<i>| regularly.
We first cut Ax into two equal intervals and stack them, then put A2 on top. We next cut this stack into eight pieces and stack them, then put A3, cut into four pieces, on top. At the Ac th step we cut the previous stack into 2 Ac pieces and cut Ak + 1 into k\ pieces to go on top. Tk is the transformation that moves points upward in the stack and is the identity on the top level of the stack and on Ak + 2U Ak + 3 U ■ • • . At step k we define Bk to be the bottom (1 -1/2* )th part of that portion of the Ac th stack obtained by cutting up the old stack. Bk will have height 2(2* -l)Ac!(l -1/2*).
Furthermore, if we start in Bk and travel ((2k -l)/2k~x)k\ steps, we will stay in Ax U • • • UAk and will land in A¡ exactly (2k~'/2k~x)k\ times for ¡'= 1,2,..., Ac. Since, for each Ac, the fraction of ¿?, n • • • C\Bk_f that is contained in Bk is 1 -1/2*, we see that Notice that every orbit hits Ak exactly once every 2* steps for every k. Now pick any x and any n. Define Ac = Ac(n) by 2k < « < 2k+x.
We have
so p < 1/2 log 2. D
We turn now to the question of which order is most typical. Let JÍ be the spae of C-valued measurable functions on X with the topology of convergence in measure. The following proposition states that, for the typical function <b in Jt', the hm sup in measure of (1/«)E"~¿ log|</> ° TJ\ is oo and the liminf is -oo.
Proposition.
The set of functions <j> in Jt for which the following property holds is second category in Jt:
There exist sequences («,) and (nk) such that (l/n^zZyjo1 log|<i> ° Tj\ -» oo in measure and (l/nk)T."L~oX logl4> ° Tj\ -» -oo in measure.
Proof. We write the set described as To find a space where the functions in which we are interested (those for which (1/«)E"^¿ log|4> ° TJ\ -* -oo, that is fx\og\<p\dp = -oo) form a Baire space, we look at LX(X). For functions, <f>, in LX(X), since log+|<í>| < \<¡>\, fx\og\<t>\dp = -oo is equivalent to fxlog~\<p\dp = oo. The following theorem states that, for </> among Lx( X) functions, fx^_T typically has infinite order of growth. Theorem 1. Let (bn) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that bn/n -» oo. The set of functions <p in LX(X) that have <p(x) ¥= 0 a.e., /*log"|<i>| dp = oo, and 1 "~l limsup t-E log 14>(TJx)\= 0 a.e.
" -oo n y_o is residual in LX(X).
Proof. Let R = {<i> e Lx(x) : fx log-|<f>| dp = oo} and S = (<f> e L1(A'):/i({x:<i)(x) = 0}) = 0}. We can see that Ä is residual in ¿H^) by writing Em.N= H UeÄfiS^J-TEiog|*or>|,oUn-AT (, \ " y = 0 / ' ) must be closed in R C\ S since {»// e Ä n ,S:</meas(i//,0) > l//w} is closed in the ¿meas topology in R n S. □ 3. Pseudo-Iacunarity. A gap series (or lacunary series) is a power series in which there occur arbitrarily long gaps between successive nonzero coefficients. Although the power series for fx<t,j can never be a gap series since all its coefficients are nonzero, in order to have fxlog\<?\ dp = -oo, the sequence <t>(x), <p(Tx), <p(T2x),... must contain values that are small enough often enough that the Cesáro means of log|<i>(x)|, log|^>(7Tx)|, log\<b(T2x)\,... diverge to -oo for almost every x. It seems reasonable, then, that the sequence of coefficients <p(x), <p(x)<p(Tx), <j>(x)<p(Tx)<j>(T2x),... contain arbitrarily long stretches of terms that are much smaller than the surrounding terms. In this sense fx^_T resembles a gap series. Some of the value distribution properties of lacunary series also hold for these "pseudolacunary" series fx<t>T. The following theorem is an exact analogue of a theorem of Pólya for gap series (see Saks and Zygmund [8, p. 337]). Theorem 2. if <p(x) =£ 0 a.e., /^log|<í>|í/i¿ = -oo, and fx^T is of finite order for almost every x, then for almost every x, fx¡<f>T assumes every finite value an infinite number of times.
We will need the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let </>(*) ^ 0 a.e. and ¡xlog|<i>| dp = -oo. 77ie« almost every x in X has the following property: If c0, cx,...,cr are any complex numbers, not all zero, then there are arbitrarily large values of k for which We now have contradicted the choice of x as a point where the ergodic averages diverge to -oo. D Proof (of the theorem). Let us fix any x in X for which fx ^ T is nonconstant and has finite order and suppose that fx^iT takes on the value w only finitely many times. We can write /^,r0.) -w = P(z)eA<'\ where P, the canonical product of fx<ttT -w, is a polynomial. By Hadamard's Theorem, h is also a polynomial. Now we have fUAz) = P'(z)eh(z) + P(z)h'(z)eh(z\
{zfUA*))P(z) = (/*.*.r(*) -H-)ß(z). 4. Conditions for rationality. We find that, for finite radius of convergence, it is more natural to first study the series g,.*.A*) -£ 4>(T"x)z».
"=o While working with this series, we will assume that <¡> is in LX(X), for then Tergodic implies that gxA¡T has radius of convergence one almost everywhere (see Ionescu Tulcea [4] ). We will prove the following lemma for gxAtT only, but the proof of the corresponding statement for fx^T is analogous. We can see by these formulations that p(x) and q(x) must be measurable functions of x. We have already seen that p(x) is constant along orbits, so we now have p(x) = p a.e. By extending this technique and considering functions -infCe^. Ic(x), where c€v is the set of those curves in # which lie within a fixed region U, we find that the poles of Sx.ç.t are not only constant along orbits, but must be the same for almost every x. Thus, each a,(x) is constant almost everywhere. Using gx^<T(z) = (¡>(z) + zgTx,4>Az) and ptx = Px> we have
It is clear from this that q(T"x) is bounded by p -1 for sufficiently large n, and, thus, q(x) < p -1 a.e:. This gives that ap<b(T"-px) + ■ ■ ■ +af<¡>(T"~xx) + a0<j>(T"x) = 0 a.e. for « > p, which implies ap<b(x) + ■ ■ ■ +af<b(Tp~xx) + a0<?(Tpx) = Oa.e. The converse is straightforward. D We denote the density of a subset, /, of the natural numbers by 8(J) and the upper and lower densities by 8(J) and 8(J). This is true because mv...,mk are roots of P^(z) = zpP^(l/z), where the roots of Pq(z) = apzp + ap_fZp~x + • • • +a0 are precisely the poles of gx 0 T, as in the proof of Lemma 2. Since the radius of convergence of gx<l>T is one, we have \mj\ < 1 for each j. We will suppose that \m¿\ < 1 for some j and see that this leads to a contradiction. lim -E X^(D)(T-Jx) = /ifa-^Z))).
i-*ooft 7 = 0
Since i-! < r, for all j = h + 1,..., k, the first of the two terms of (1) must dominate when « «s A^ < 0. This means that <¡>(T"x) for n < AT can be in D only when «"'^E^uy*'
where CY is a constant depending on D and on cyl(x),..., c," (x), /' = h + 1,..., k. This inequality implies (2) E c^y"
where C2 is a constant depending on c¡f(x),...,c" _f(x), j = 1,...,g, and on cyl(x),..., cjn (x), j = g + 1,..., «. Now the right-hand side of (2) tends to zero as « tends to -oo, and we have that <p(T"x) is in D only if (2) holds.
Since p(<t>~x(D)) > 0, the set of « for which <¡>(T~"x) is in D, and therefore the set of « such that (2) holds for -«, must have positive density in the natural numbers. Noting that the left-hand side of (2) is an almost periodic sequence, we apply Since p(<p~x{oo}) = 0, we can choose the region D with 0 < p(tp'x(D)) < 8(1), unless 8(1) = 1. Thus, the only way to avoid a contradiction is for 8(1) = 1, which means that the left-hand side of (2) is zero except possibly for « 's making up a set of density zero. By almost periodicity, then, this sum must be zero for every n. We can show that all the roots must have multiplicity one in a similar manner.
Thus, <t>(T"x) = Cf(x)e'"e' + c2(x)ein9i + ■■■ +ck(x)ein9k a.e.
for every «, with e'e',...,e'ek distinct. We need to show that each c, is an eigenfunction of T with eigenvalue e'0'. For almost every x, <p(T"x) = <p(T"~xTx), so In studying those series fxA¡T which represent rational functions, we assume that fx log|<#>| dp = 0, so that the radius of convergence is one.
The series fxi>T can, under certain conditions, be viewed as a special type of series of the form of gx^T, as follows. Let S:XxC^>XxC be the skew product transformation defined by S(x, w) = (Tx, <p(x)w). Then we have S"(x,w) = (T"x,<p(x)<t>(Tx) ■ ■ ■ <p(T"-xx)w).
Let if:XxC->Cbe given by 4>(x, w) = w. Now, for any w in C, g(xMs(z) = £t(S"(x,w))z"
To assure that S is measure-preserving, we need to assume |<i>(x)| = 1 a-e-Then S (which now acts on the unit circle, 51) is ergodic if and only if there do not exist an integer p # 0 and a measurable function « : X -* S1, such that
a.e. (see Anzai [3] ). (see Anzai [3] ). Now g,(x, w) = wp'h,(x) is an eigenfunction of 5 with eigenvalue \" so we can write c:(x, w) = alwP:hl(x) a.e. (x, w). We now have, for almost every x and w and for each n, H(a, 1,..., 1) . Since Hx is a polynomial that takes Sx into Sx, it must be a monomial, that is, Ac = 1. Then <p(x) ---<p(T"~xx) = afX"fhf(x) a.e., and in particular, when « = 1, <t>(x) = afXfhf(x) a.e. We also have 4>(x) = Xfhf(x)/hf(Tx) a.e., and putting these together gives a, = l/«,(7Tx) a.e.
Thus «, is constant and, therefore, $ is constant, as desired. This means that the value of <i> at any point on the orbit of x is determined by the values of </> at the p -1 preceding points. Therefore, the sequence of values ...,<b(T'xx), <p(x), t^>(7Tx), <p(T2x),... must be periodic for almost every x, with every orbit having the same period and the same sequence of values. This means that tp is actually (up to a set of measure zero) a simple function, and we can write <¡>(x) in the desired form.
For the converse, if ¿> is of the described form, then we have <b(x)<j>(Tx) • • • <p(Tk~xx) -bfb2 ■ ■ ■ bk = 0 a.e., which makes fx¡<t>¡T rational almost everywhere. D
